
HOW TO WRITE AN EMAIL TO YOUR SUPERVISOR

We covered the general principles of emailing your boss in a couple of your boss, bearing in mind the type of email you
are going to write.

Hi Inger I follow your Thesis Whisperer blog and I have a question for you about email contact with
supervisors. Usually the student suggests a couple of times so we can all match diaries. As a result, I am
having to turn down many well-written posts, including yours. How about you? This establishes confidence
and ultimately builds a better working relationship between you and your manager. Calendar requests are
especially problematic if more than one person wants to meet â€” like a supervisor panel. Have you found
creative ways to resolve your communication problems? Other emails, however, ask for more complicated
actions, or a sequence of actions that need to be taking. I have been exploring graduate programs where I can
work on this topic. Therefore I rely on email and phone for a lot of my discussion with my supervisor. It
shows that you have specific plans which have yielded specific questions. The reason is that PhD student
emails often have no clear implied action. Then I have to calculate the full effect of your proposed meeting on
that particular day, balancing your request with the preparation time I might need, travel time and the
likelihood that previous meetings will run over time. For example, an email might ask me what I think about
something, or to provide information that is not ready to hand. I am the advisor they should already have, but
probably don't. I go to my Orcid account , copy the link, paste it back in â€” this takes about 15 seconds at the
most. I've created this business, The Professor Is In, to guide graduate students and junior faculty through grad
school, the job search, and tenure. Someone invented Doodle poll for exactly this problem, but people often
avoid answering the Doodle poll too in my experience. If they ignore you again, best to probably give up.
Being seen as malicious or naysaying by the management team can hurt your professional future in a company
and even outside it.


